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ABSTRACT: - 

In recent times education is one of the major thing affected due to pandemic so to make online education easier we have made an Android app design to find the 

perfect study group and even create your own study session. So to Help Overcome and also for future prevention.We have made an android application for 

students that allows you to connect to users and create and organize study groups easily. 
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Introduction: - 

“StudySeek” as the name suggest it is an android application made to connect users by creating study groups. 

Due to problem like finding perfect study material or group there should be proper app to sort this out that’s where StudySeek comes in help. It is an 

Android Studio app design to find the study group and even create your own study session.  

We all wanted to create something we need in our everyday student life to make education easier and also by looking at recent times of impact on 

education due to pandemic.Education is one the major thing affected by covid and lockdown. Students got highly dependent on technology but there is 

still a lack of proper study material and study groups. 

•So by this application it allows user to login and start to create a multiple study group or questions and answers insides each study group. These 

answers or questions are arranged based on time created or the number of votes by users. 

• Study Group will be arrange in highly systematic and user friendly way so that user can easily find the group of his/her interest. 

 

Literature Review 

During recent times of Pandemic we have experience that education is one of the most affected thing. 

Student and teachers got highly dependent on online study but still it is very difficult to find perfect study material or study groups so that student can 

interact with each other and collaborate effectively. Student and teacher interaction have been reduced a lot and students are facing loss of academics so 

that’s why thought of the idea of an application where students can connect and interact with each other and also where teachers can interact with 

students and answer their doubts. 

Study Seek is an application to find study groups and add and connect your buddies and create study groups also where you can mentor and study 

materials. 

Study Seeks lets you create account and login and sign up easily and create and join different study groups according to their course and subject and 

also appoint mentor as well as ask questions and answer also and as well as find and post study material for your respective course or subject. 

 

Methodology 

Proposed system 

1. Creating Sign/Login Screen and Using firebase as database 

2. Create group  

3. Join Group  

4. Testing 
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Creating Sign/Login Screen and Using firebase as database 

 
 Material Design Sign up/login screen 

 

 

We have used Java along with xml for creating the sign up and login screen and storing the user data in Firebase in android studio.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Code for Main Activity
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Create Group Screen 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 

Figure 2: Code of creating group according to respective subject or stream
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3.Find Group Screen 

 
 

 

 
Figure 3: Code of finding group according to stream 

 
 
 
 

Testing 

 
Testing is the process of evaluation of a system to detect differences between given input and expected output and also to assess the feature of the 

system. Testing assesses the quality of the product. It is a process that is done during the development process. .  

 
 

Strategy Used 

Tests can be conducted based on two approaches – 

Functionality testing 

Implementation 
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Test Case Output 1:- 

 

LOGIN AND SIGN UP PAGE 
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FINDING AND CREATING STUDY GROUPS 
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JOINING EXISTING STUDY 
GROUPS 
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CREATING NEW STUDY GROUP 
ACCORDING TO STREAM AND 
SUBJECT 
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Minimum Hardware used  

Operating System – windows 7 or higher 

Processor – Intel i3 or higher 

IDE used android studio and firebase as the storage 

 

Programming Languages: JAVA 

Android Studio 

XML 

Firebase 

 

 

Limitations: -There are some limitation like lack of quiz and chatting so that features will be added in upcoming updates like 

Chat option 

Quiz option 

Challenge of the day option 

Find mentor option 

Find study room option 

Track progress option 

 

Activity diagram 

 

Figure 11: Activity Diagram 

 

Result Discussion 

 The application allows user to login and start to create a multiple study group or questions and answers insides each study group. These answers or 

questions are arranged based on time created or the number of votes by users. We used Parse as our solution for the back end of the app so that multiple 

devices can run and see the updated questions or answers at run time. 

 

Perfect Study Groups for particular field as per the interest. 

 

USER FRIENDLY UI AND ORGANIZED DATATBASE 

 

SESSION MAINTAINANCE 

 

EFFECTIVE INTERACTION 
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Conclusion: - 

SO this android application will surely help users to connect to study groups and ask their queries and answer other’s questions and thus helping in 

interactive communication 

 

To provide platform for student to connect them and study effectively 

To provide collaborative platform where users can connect with different users with the same interest 

To provide study material in an organized way  

To provide user friendly UI for creating and searching Study groups 

The main objective is to make student connect with study groups and interact easily 
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